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LESSON NOTE 

School: Lovu Sangam School    Year: 8 

Subject: English Worksheet Week 16 

STRAND Reading and Viewing & Writing and Shaping 

SUB STRAND -  Language learning processes and strategies. 

-  Language features and rules. 

CONTENT LEARNING  OUTCOM -  Discover appropriate strategies in reading and visuals viewed from a repertoire of strategies.  

-  Compose different text types using a variety of sentence structures, linkages and appropriate       

vocabulary and punctuations. 
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            ACTIVITY    WORD LIST   

 in, on, for, boats,  was, were, the, could, came   is 
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fatal adj. causing, ending in, death or disaster. 

fatally adv. 

LESSON NOTE 

School: Lovu Sangam School    Year: 8 MARKS: 20 

Subject: English WORKSHEET 17 Term 3 – FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3 

Comprehension (10 MARKS)  
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10 

 Take Advantage of Everyday 

 

“If today were your last day of your life, would you want to do what you are 

about to do today” - Steve Jobs. 

 

Life is a precious gift but it is a brief one. If you want to make something 

of your life then you need to take advantage of every available minute. It’s 

fine to dream but they will remain just that without the sacrifice that 

success requires. The sacrifice maybe your time, your sweat or even your 

tears but remember that dreams can only come true if you are prepared to 

offer something of yourself. Your life can be great; the decision of how 

great rests with no one else but you. 

 

Set yourself realistic goals and work hard towards it. 

Adapted from http://www.englishforeveryone.org 

1. What is the tone of the passage? 

A. Angry   B. very sad 

C. emotional   D. encouraging 

2. Who said the first line of this passage? 

A. Steve Jobs   B. Steve Smith 

C. Steve Singh  D. Steve Wonder 

3. The first sentence is an example of a speech. 

A. Direct   B. indirect 

C. welcome   D. opening 

4. What is the main message of this passage? 

A. Gift    B. dream 

C. sacrifice   D. preparation 

5. A synonym of the word precious in line 3 is 

A. good.    B. valuable. 

C. common.   D. wonderful. 

DICTIONARY, LIBRARY AND MASS MEDIA (5 marks) 

Read the questions given below and write your answers. 

 

A. DICTIONARY 
 

Source: The Junior Oxford Dictionary, 1983. 

Study the dictionary entry given above to answer question 1. 

 

1. What part of speech does fatally belong to? _____________(1 mark) 

http://www.englishforeveryone.org/Topics/Reading
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B. LIBRARY 

1. What is the name given to the page that contains the list of all 

chapters/units with the page numbers in a book?

 _________________________________(1 mark) 

 

2. The place in the library where all books are issued 

and returned is known as the_______________________. (1 mark) 

C. MASS MEDIA 

1. What is your favourite mass media?_______________________ (1 mark) 

Give one advantage of it.  

_______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________(1 mark)  

 

USAGE (5 marks) 

Write your answers to questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the spaces 

provided. 

1. Rewrite the following sentences using the instructions given in the brackets. 

(i) (Begin the sentence with: Unless ………) 

If you’re not properly trained, diving in the sea is dangerous. 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________(1 mark) 

(ii) (Join the two sentences) 

 

I can’t stand on my head. It’s impossible.  

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

_______________________________(1 mark) 

 

2. Rewrite the sentence using the correct punctuation. 

You should eat a lot of vegetables and fruits the doctor told Sam.(1 mark) 

3. Rewrite in Direct Speech. 

Sunil said that he had tried to call the ambulance when he saw a baby lying in 

the middle of the road. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________(1 mark) 

 

4. Change the sentence given below into a 

question beginning with “Was”. 

The old lady was sitting by the lake 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________(1 mark
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

HEALTHY LIVING YEAR 8 

REVISIONAL NOTES WEEK 16 

 
 THE REPRODUCTIVE PROCESS 

What is Fertilisation? 

Fertilisation is the fusion of the male gamete (sperm) and the female gamete (ova) to form a zygote (a new 

individual) or a new life begins. 

 

 

                        Zygote        embryo     baby 

 

 TEENAGE PREGNANCIES 

Sexual contact or mating is not meant for teenagers. It is not a game. We must learn to wait for the right time. 

We must abstain ourselves from sex until the right time. . The right time is after you are married. 

Impacts of having sexual contact at an early age 

Having sex when the time is not right has many negative impacts. One of the biggest impacts is teenage 

pregnancy. 

Teenage pregnancy- One can become pregnant at an early stage. Remember that girls can become pregnant 

once they start having their periods (menstruation). Boys can also make a girl pregnant as soon as he starts to 

release sperm. Reports have shown that 8 year olds are becoming pregnant! 

 

CONSEQUENCES OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY 

➢ Teenage births are associated with lower annual income for the mother. 

➢ Teenage mothers are more likely to drop out of school. 

➢ Teenage pregnancies are associated with increased rates of alcohol abuse and substance abuse. 

➢ Lower educational level. 

➢ Reduced earning potential in teen fathers. 

 

Student Activity    

 A:  FILL IN THE BLANKS 

sperm    abuse impacts zygote  teenagers 

1. Fertilisation is the fusion of the male gamete (sperm) and the female gamete (ova) to form a _________ (a new 

individual) or a new life begins. 

2. Sexual contact or mating is not meant for ______________. 

3. Boys can also make a girl pregnant as soon as he starts to release _______________. 

4. Teenage pregnancies are associated with increased rates of alcohol ___________ and substance abuse. 

5. Having sex when the time is not right has many negative _______________. 

 

 B:  SHORT ANSWERS 

1. Define the term Abstinence? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Strand H1 – Human Growth And Development  

Sub Strand H8.1.2 – Family Health 

Content Learning Outcome H8.1.2.2 – Distinguish the reproductive processes and its impact on an 

individual. 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

HEALTHY LIVING YEAR 8 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3 

NAME: _______________________                                                                      MARKS:  20 

SECTION A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (10 marks) 

Circle the letter of the best answer. Each question is worth 1 mark. 

 

1. Chemical substance in our body that tells us it is time to change and grow is called 

A. Puberty       

B.  Brain         

C.  Hormones 

2. The traditional Fijian community expects a male to 

A. Make decision in the family 

B. Cook food 

C. Look after the children 

3. One of the changes that boys experience during puberty is 

A. Development of breast 

B. Voice deepens 

C. Beginning of menstruation cycle 

4. Hormones are produced by the  

A. Pituary glands   

B.  Reproductive organs  

C. Lungs 

5. The main respiratory organ is  

A. Stomach  

B. Lungs  

C.  Trachea  

6. The passage of air into the lungs in known as  

A. Inhalation  

B. Exhalation  

C.  Breathing 

7. The process of growth and development in which males and females become capable of producing 

children is known as  

A. Fertilization  

B.  Reproduction  

C.  Puberty 

8.  An example of a light rate exercise would be 

A. walking   

B. running        

C. swimming  

9. The fusion of male and female gamete to form a zygote is known as 

A. Mating  

B. fertilization   

C. Conception 

10. An example of disruptive group behaviour is 

A. Sharing  

B. Encouragement  

C. Conflict 
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Oxygen          Scapegoating   menstruation  exchange  blame 

Education               peer                     zygote                            STI                             sexual  

 

 

                                        

  

 

SECTION B FILL IN THE BLANKS 10 MARKS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Direct blaming one or more individual within the group when things go wrong is called _____________. 

 

2. Teenage pregnancy is one of the biggest impacts of early ____________ contacts. 

 

3. At fertilization the new life is called a ________________. 

 

4. Gas _______________ takes place in the lungs. 

 

5. We breathe in ____________________ and breathe out carbon dioxide. 

 

6. Having multiple sex partners can lead to problems such as _____________. 

 

7. ________________ is the discharge of fluid from the body of a female. 

 

8. We should not get carried away by ______________ pressure. 

 

9. Teenage pregnancy may have harmful effect on the ________________ of the teenage mother. 

 

10. We should not ________________ others for failure. 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

   YEAR: 8  SUBJECT: HINDI  WEEK 16  

     

STRAND  (Reading & Viewing) Strand 2
 (Writing & Shaping)Strand 3

SUB 

STRAND 

 H 2.3 

 H 2.2   H3.2
  H3.1

CONTENT 

LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

 
H8.2.3.1

H.8.2.2.1 

- 
H8.3.2.1 

- H8.3.1.1
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEK 17 WHSP - FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3 

YEAR 8 2021 

HINDI 

20 MARKS 
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     Language     5 MARKS 


 

1.  ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯  

          


2.   

    
 
    



3.

             

4. “  

             

5. “    
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    Culture     5 MARKS

1.  

   



 

         

        

 

2.      

        

          

 

3.   
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 8   MATHS   WEEK 16 

REVISIONAL WORKSHEET 

 

STRAND Number and Numeration 

SUB- STRAND Sets 

CONTENT LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

Explain and describe the elements and properties of sets, subsets, Venn diagrams, 

complement and Universal sets of numbers. 

UNION OF SETS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STUDENT ACTIVITY 

 
1. Study the Venn diagram.  

 
a) List down set A.  
   Set A= {____________________________________________________________________} 

b) List down Set B.  

   Set B= {____________________________________________________________________} 
c) List down set AUB  

          AUB = {____________________________________________________________________} 

d) Which animal is common to both sets? 

   ____________________________________________________________________________ 

The union of two sets means to join the 2 sets. 

The union of two sets A and B is written as A∪B. It includes all the elements 

which belong to either set A or B or both. The union of two sets is shown by 

shading both sets as shown in this diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}  
Set B = {2, 6, 7, 8}  
Set AUB = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) it includes all elements of the Set A and B.  

A B
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INTERSECTION OF SETS  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STUDENT ACTIVITY 
1. Use the Venn diagram to answer the questions.  

a) List A ____________________________________ 
b) List B ____________________________________ 

c) List down set AUB _________________________ 

d) List A∩B _________________________________ 

e) Color/Shade A∩B 

 

2. List the intersection of the pair of sets given below and draw a Venn diagram to show the intersection of the 2 
sets.  

 P = {r, s, t}    Q = {s, t, u} 

List P∩Q 

_________________________________ 

 The intersection of two sets A and B is the set of elements common to both A 

and B. The symbol is an upside down "U" like this: ∩.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example: The intersection of the "Soccer" and "Tennis" sets is just casey and 
drew (only casey and drew are in both sets) which means they play both the 

sports.  

Soccer ∩ Tennis = {casey, drew}  

 

 
 

 
 

Two sets which do not have any common elements are called disjoint sets.  

For disjoint sets the intersection is a null set.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
These two sets are disjoint sets because they do not have a common element. 

There intersection is a null set which is represented as 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEK 17 WHSP - FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3 

YEAR 8 2021 

MATHS 

20 MARKS 

SECTION   A              (10 MARKS) 

Circle the letter of the best answer. Each question is worth 1 mark. 

1. A shopkeeper bought a radio for $200.00 and sold it at a profit of 15%. What is the selling price of the radio? 

A. $30.00   B. $60.00   C. $ 215.00   D. $230.00 

 

2.  The diagram given below shows a combined number machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the input (i) is 12 then the output ® is 

A. 24     B. 34    C. 60    D. 62 

 

 

3.  -5 ×-4 = _____ 

A. 9    B. -9     C. -20    D. 20  

 

4. The dimensions of a parallelogram are given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The area of the parallelogram is 

A. 20  cm2   B. 32  cm2   C. 40  cm2   D. 72  cm2 

 

 

5. Here is a cube.  

 

 

Which of the following is the net for this cube? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Which of the following is a rectangular number? 

A. 11    B. 12    C. 13    D. 17 

Add 5 

Multiply 2 

8 cm 

5cm 
4cm 

A B C D 
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7. The instructions for two operations are as follows: 

Step 1: Think of a number. Call it x. 

Step 2: Divide the number by 2. 

Step 3: Add 5 to the result from step 2. 

Step 4: Let the final result be equal to y. 

 

Which expression best describes steps 1 to 4? 

 

A.   𝑦 +  
𝑥

2
+ 5       B.  𝑦 =  

𝑥

2
+ 5 

              

C.   
𝑦

2
= 𝑥 + 5       D.  

𝑦

2
=

𝑥

5
 

 

8. How much would you get if you divided 24.6 by 10? 

A. 246    B. 0.246   C. 2.46    D. 24.6 

 

9. The fraction ¾ written as decimal is 

A. 7.5    B. 75    C. 0.75    D. 0.075 

 

10. What is the place value of the underlined digit? 

   8 509 345 . 687 

A. tens 

B. hundreds 

C. tenths 

D. hundredths 

 

 

SECTION B  SHORT ANSWERS      5 MARKS 

 

Write the answer to each question in the spaces provided. Show all the necessary working. 

 

(a) 1m = ______ cm 
 

 

(b) In the coordinate (3, 2), the digit 3 tells you the ________  

 

 

(c) Write five hundredth as a decimal. ________________________ 

 

 

(d) Area of Parallelogram = base ×   ________________ 

 

 

(e) The picture given below shows the Non- Standard Unit of Measurement known as ___________________. 
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SECTION C     LONG ANSWERS     5 MARKS 

 

Show all necessary workings. 

 

1. A rectangle field has a length of 35 meters and a width of 15 meters. 

 

                      35 m 

 

 

 

 

 15 m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) What length of wire will be needed to fence this rectangular field with 1 strand of wire?     (2m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) What length of wire is needed to fence with 3 strands of wire?         (1m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.   Epeli’s weekly wages is $60. It is increased by 5 %. 

 

a) What is the increase in Epeli’s weekly wages in dollars?      (1m) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Find the new weekly wage in dollars?        (1m) 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 8 

VOSA VAKA VITI 

WHSP 16 
Matana: Na i Vakarau Vakavanua 

Matana Lailai: Vanua kei na Veika Bula. 

CLO: Na veiwekanitaki ni veika bula kei na noda bula vakaitaukei. 

 

NA VOSA VAKA–VITI      

Digitaka na vosa e tautauvata na kena i balebale kei na kena e toqai koto na rukuna. 

 

1.  Tovolea mo sauma kece na taro ni veitarogi  

A. manata    C. segata 

 B. guraka    D. waraka 

 

 2.  Dau kerea na ka ko vinakata. 

  A. besetaka   C. taleitaka 

 B. marautaka   D. cata 

 

3.  E dau taleitaki na gone e maqosa na nona i tovo. 

   A. matalia    C. rakorako 

  B. galugalu   D. vosa levu 

 

4. E a curu botolaki yani e na gauna ni lotu. 

A. vakaboto   C. vakasauri 

 B. ladelade   D. vakamalua 

 

5. E na caka tiko na veitarogi e na macawa mai oqo. 

 A. vakatau   C. vakavuna 

 B. vakayacori   D. vakatauca 

 

 Digitaka na vosa e veibasai na kena i balebale kei na vosa ka toqai na rukuna e na 

veiyatuvosa ka koto e ra . 

6.   E rarama na vanua ni sa cabe na matanisiga. 

  A.  sila    B. dromu  C. basika  D. seyavu 

7.   Sa tubera na kamunaga ko matanivanua. 

  A. solia   B. taura  C. cobota  D. ciqoma 

 8.   E bulabula na loga uvi nei Waqa.  

A.  tubua   B. vakalewe  C. savasava  D. matemate 

9. E dau coki na i sulu mai na wa ni sa mamaca. 

 A. rube    C. uru 

 B. taqa    D. luva 
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10. E dredre na varota na kau e vavaku. 

 A. bibi    C. kaukauwa 

 B. mamada   D. mamare 

 

11. E dau cocoka ko Qauqau. Na vosa cava e na yatuvosa e nauni? 

A. cocoka    C. Qauqau 

 B. dau    D. ko 

 

12. Na vosa ka sucu mai na yavu ni vosa na cobo na 

 A. cobaraka   C. vakacobocobo 

 B. caboraka   D. cobari 

 

13.  Na i yatuvosa cava e dodonu vinaka na kena volai? 

 A. au dau la’ki lotu e na siga tabu.    

B. Au dau la’ki lotu e na siga tabu.  

 C. au dau la’ki lotu e na Siga Tabu.    

D. Au dau la’ki lotu e na Siga Tabu. 

 14.  Na vavai e dua na mataqali ____________________. 

 A. uvi   B. uto    C. dalo    D. tavioka  

15.  Na i yatuvosa cava e vakaibalebaletaki tiko ki na lewe rua? 

A. Oqori na keitou kakana.     

B. Oqori na keirau kakana.     

C. Oqori na keimami kakana.   

D. Oqori na kedratou kakana. 

16. Ni suru na belo e kena i balebale ni sa 

 A. daro na i naki     C. dredre na i tavi 

 B. sa vakarau tu na ka kece   D. sa suka na cakacaka 

 

17. Vakacuruma e na vanua e lala koto, na vosa ka veiganiti kei na kena la’ki kau mai 

na kakana e rau cavuti e na i yatuvosa e ra 

 

E ra  a la’ki ________________ kaikoso mai na goneyalewa ka era la’ki ____________ 

uvi mai na cauravou.  
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

YEAR 8 

VOSA VAKA VITI 

WHSP 17 
Matana: Na i Vakarau Vakavanua 

Matana Lailai: Vanua kei na Veika Bula. 

CLO: Na veiwekanitaki ni veika bula kei na noda bula vakaitaukei. 

 

WILIVOLA KEI NA SAUMI TARO    

 

Na Vakacakau 

 

1. ‘O cei e a lako vata kei rau na cauravou ki vakacakau? 

 A.  nodrau I tubutubu    B. ko ira na qase 

 C. ko ira na gone     D. ko ira na yalewa 

2. Na yaya ni nunu cava e rau kauta ko Bola kei Seru? 

 A. noke  B. moto  C. taraki  D. siwa 

3. E kedrau i vaqa e dua na  

 A. tavioka  B. moli  C. rokete  D. dalo vavi 

4. Ke katoa na wai e kena i balebale ni 

 A. levu na ika    B. drake vinaka 

 C. katakata na siga   D. savasava na wai 
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5. Evei  vei iratou oqo e vivili? 

 A. dawa  B. vo  C. sici  D. qitawa 

 

  VAKACURU VOSA     

Vakacuruma na vosa e ganita ena vanua e lala koto 

kakana bogi siga 

yaga manumanu misika 

 

1. Na beka e __________________________  dina ni Viti. 

2. Ni ______________________ na vanua e ra dau moce lutu. 

3. Ia, ni sa lutu ga na buto, e ra sa tekivu me ra sa vakasaqara na kedra 

 _________________. 

4. E ra dau _______________________ na vuata  me vaka na maqo, ivi , quwawa kei na so 

 tale. 

5. E dina ni ra manumanu sevaki vei keda, e tu tale ga na kedra ______________________ 

Wasewase E: Na veika vaka Viti (25 maka) 

Digitaka na i sau ni taro e vinaka duadua ka wirina na matanivola. 

 

1. Na kitu e dau tawa kina na ______________. 

 a. wainimoli                     b. kakana 

 c. i sulu                            d. waitui 

 

2. Ke'u vakanadaku tiko e na Vualiku, au vakanamata kina ________________. 

 a. Ra                                                     b. Ceva 

 c. Tokalau                                             d. Ceva i ra 

 

3.Na vula i Epereli e vula i ________________________. 

 a. Vula i Nuqa levu                                       b. Vula i Sevu 

 c. Vula i kelikeli                                            d. Vula i Gasau 

 

4. Na qito vaka Viti cava e dau vakayagataki kina na ulutoa kei na gasau? 

 a. vaqiqi moli                                               b. vakatasosoko 

 c. veicibi                                                      d. veitiqa 

 

5. Na dari, sedre kei na saqa e dua na mataqali __________________. 

 a. i moto                      b. i wau 

 c. kuro vaka Viti            d. manumanu vaka Viti 
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

SOCIAL SCIENCE YEAR 8 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3 

NAME: _______________________ MARKS:  20 

SECTION A: MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (10 marks) 

Circle the letter of the best answer. Each question is worth 1 mark. 

 

1. Which of the following is a developed country? 

A. Vanuatu   

B. Canada   

C. Vietnam   

D. Ghana  

 

2. Which of the following refers to the economic system of the country? 

A. culture and beliefs     

B. geography and climate 

C. industry, mining and agriculture   

D. people and religion 

 

3. ___________________, a Polish bacteriologist, is regarded as the founder of UNICEF and was its first 

chairman from 1946 to 1950. 

A. Ludwik Rajchman  

B. Russell Crowe    

C.Vladimir Klistsco  

D. George Bush 

 

4.  Negroids are groups of people who mostly live in _____________________. 

A. America   

B. Africa   

C. Mexico    

D. Solomon Islands 

 

5. ______________ group as an ethnic group originating and remaining in an area subject to colonization.   

A. Related   

B. Indigenous   

C. Religious   

D. Nomadic 

 

6. People who study about the past are known as  

A. geologists.     

B. scientists.    

C. inventors.   

D. historians.   

 

7. The main function of the World Health Organisation (WHO) is to  

A. promote peace.     

B. protect natural diversity.  

C. strengthen health services.       

D. assist mothers in developed countries. 
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8. All groups of people in the world belong to families and this gives them  

A.   jobs.      

B.  a wealthy lifestyle.  

C.  a sense of identity.                   

D.  an unorganised lifestyle. 

 

9. Which of the major group of people is shown in the picture? 

 
 

A. Indian   

B. American Indian   

C. Australoid   

D. Mongoloid  

 

10. What does the motto of FAO – “fiat panis” mean?   

A. Let’s grow more     

B. grow and harvest 

C. Let there be bread    

D. plant more wheat  

 

 

Section B: Matching (10marks)  

   List A     List B 

1. Aborigines   ___ A. protects plants and animal species 

2. Caucasoid   ___ B. formerly British Empire Games 

3. Mongoloids               ___  C. natives of Australia 

4. WEO   ___ D. fought between axis and allies 

5. Developing Country ___ E. Asians 

6. World War II  ___ F. began in 1963 

7. Olympics Games  ___ G. Spread of infectious disease within a country. 

8. Commonwealth Games ___ H. Tasmania 

9. Pacific Games   ___ I. Europeans 

10. Epidemic         ___ J. governed by IOC 

                                                 ___ K. Sudan 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjQ1vL02p3SAhUGKpQKHaeTD3sQjRwIBw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/jeffamit/american-indians-their-wisdom/&bvm=bv.147448319,d.dGo&psig=AFQjCNEmOeH59O2iVBlGt8NxF4mVCOBPuQ&ust=1487646939453858
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1075 LOVU SANGAM SCHOOL 

SOCIAL SCIENCE YEAR 8 

REVISIONAL NOTES WEEK 16 

Why there is different climate in different   Zones? 

- Due to factors such as elevation or altitude. 

- Latitude and angles of the sun’s rays.  

- Topography 

- Distance from   the ocean and location on a continent. 

Elevation or Altitude effect climate 

Climatic conditions become colder as we move higher up the mountains.  

Topography 

Topography means the shape of an area of land, including its hills, valleys, rivers and mountain ranges. The 

topography of an area can affect climate. Mountain ranges prevent air movement. For example, air is forced 

over the mountains. Moist air will cool as it rises, and then condenses and fall back as rain. This is why one 

side of a mountain range- the one nearest to the ocean (windward) often gets more rain while the opposite side 

(leeward) is often dry. 

Distance from the Ocean 

The sea or ocean affects the climate of a place. Even hundred miles away from the coastal area are still 

influenced by the ocean. Coastal areas are cooler and wetter than inland areas. Clouds form when warm air 

from inland areas meets cool air from the sea. In summer, temperatures can be very hot and dry as moisture 

from the sea evaporates before it reaches the centre of land. 

 Effects of Climate on People Living on Different Climatic Zones 

People Living in the Antarctic (South Pole) 

The Antarctic is a frozen continent surrounded by large ocean. The climate is so extreme meaning very low 

temperatures, very strong winds, frozen ground and difficult transportation. There is no life at all on land 

except on the coastal where seals, penguins, whales. No human beings live permanently in the Antarctic; 

however people have managed to withstand short and extended stays.   

The area south of the Antarctic Circle is known as the Antarctic, and the zone immediately to the north is 

called the Southern Temperate Zone. The equivalent line of latitude in the northern hemisphere is the Arctic 

Circle. The continent of Antarctica forms a land mass covering much of the area within the Antarctic Circle. 

There is no permanent human population south of the Antarctic Circle. There are, however, several 

Antarctic research centres from many nations that are inhabited by teams of scientists that rotate on a seasonal 

basis.  

Questions: Antarctic (South Pole) 

1. Why are there no inhabitants in this region?  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do scientists do in the research centres set up by their nation?  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Can people live there for a short period of time? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 4. Name some animals that live in this region.  

________________________________________________________________________________________     

_________________________________________________________________________________________

  

Strand SS3- Place and Environment 

Sub Strand 8.3.1- Features of Places 

8.3.2 – People and Care of Places. 

Content Learning Outcome SS8.3.1.1 – Investigate the main climatic regions of the world and 

express their effects on people’s lives and work. 
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LESSON NOTE 

SCHOOL:  Lovu Sangam School     YEAR:  8 

SUBJECT: Basic Science REVISIONAL Worksheet – Term 3 week 16 

STRAND MATTER 

SUB STRAND - Investigating Matter  

CONTENT LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

-  Studying the changes and the Reversibility in states of matter.  

 

REVISIONAL NOTES 

CHANGING STATES OF MATTER 

✓ All matter moves from one state to another. 

✓ Matter has mass (can be weighed) and occupy space (have volume). 

 
❖ THE 3 STATES OF MATTER 

 

1. SOLID 

- Fixed shape and cannot be changed easily. Eg: desk, book, chair, blackboard, 

and cups   

 

2. LIQUID 

- Water, soft drinks, orange juice are liquids and have some solutes. 

- Volume of liquids remain the same unless heated,  

- its shape can changed, takes up the shape of a container. 

  

3. GASES 

- not seen with our eyes but it is present in the atmosphere. 

- It has weight and it can occupy space. 

- It can also be compressed and squeezed into smaller containers. 

- E.g : Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, Nitrogen, Water Vapour and several other gases. 

 

❖ EVAPORATING AND DISTILLING 

✓ used to separate salt from the salt solution. 

✓ involves the removing of Solvent (water) from the solution and leaves behind the 

Solute (salt). 

✓ requires heat to drive away the solvent. 

✓ the solvent is always lost in the atmosphere as gas. 

✓ To get the gas (water vapour) back, the gas must first be changed into liquid 

(Condensation). When the liquid solvent is trapped it can be used again. 

✓ Evaporation and Condensation will separate the Solvent from the Solution and is 

known as Distillation. 
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STUDY THE REVERSIBILITY OF THE THREE STATES OF MATTER. 
✓ There are six major phase changes in the 3 States of Matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❖ REVERSIBLE AND IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES 

✓ Some of the changes in states of matter can be Reversible while others are Irreversible. 

 

❖ SOME EXAMPLES OF REVERSIBLE CHANGES 

✓ The melting of ice (Solid) to Liquid. The reversibility can be achieved through freezing 

the water in the refrigerator. Freezing is also known as solidification. 

 

✓ Liquid changed to Gas through Evaporation. The reversibility can be achieved through 

Condensation. 

 

✓ Sublimation – any Solid that turns into vapour (Gas) without going through the Liquid 

phase is to be sublime or sublimate.  

 

❖ SOME EXAMPLES OF IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES 

✓ Carbon dioxide is frozen “dry ice” and when it is left at room temperature it sublimes 

directly into CO2 without changing into its Liquid form. This is Sublimation and is 

Irreversible. 

✓ Iodine when burnt, changes directly into its gaseous form via Sublimation. These 

fumes can be used to reveal finger prints in Forensic research.  

✓ Another Irreversible Change is moth ball that contains Naphthalene which keeps 

clothes fresh and aired.  

ACTIVITY 

 TRUE OR FALSE  

Tick ( ) ONE box in each row on the table below to say whether each 

statement is TRUE or FALSE. 

IDEA TRUE FALSE 

Iodine when heated changes directly into gaseous 

form. 

  

Heterogeneous mixture is made up of only one type 

of atom. 

  

Fireworks display is an example of a 

chemical reaction. 
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LESSON NOTE 

School : Lovu Sangam School    Year : 8 

Subject : Basic Science  Week 17 – FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 3  Marks: 20 

SECTION A MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

 (12MARKS)  

 

Circle the letter of the best answer. 

1. Migration, Dormancy, Hibernation and Camouflage are examples of_______

 adaptation. 

A. structural 

B. behavioral 

C. functional 

D. physiological 

2. Epiphytes are plants that 

A. climb on other plants. 

B. store water in their stems or leaves. 

C. grow on other plants to reach sunlight. 

D. serves as traps for unsuspecting insects. 

 

3. An example of a herbivore is a 
A. dog. 
B. cow. 
C. human. 
D. cabbage. 

4. Some species have become extinct in our ecosystem because of 
A. conservation. 
B. over harvesting. 
C. protected areas. 
D. sustainable harvesting. 

5. Solidification is the change of state from 
A. solid to gas. 
B. liquid to gas. 
C. liquid to solid. 
D. solid to liquid. 

6. Name apparatus A. 
 

Adapted from: http://www. homesciencetools.com 

A. flask C. separating flask 
B. funnel D. separating funnel 
 

http://www/
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reactants 

physical 

Word List 

matter 

chemical 

product 

A 

Condensing 

liquefying 

B   

Freezing 

solidifying 

 

liquefying 

melting 

Boiling, 

vapourising 

evaporating 

FILL IN THE BLANKS (3 marks) 

Fill in the blanks using the word list. 

 

 
1. The substances at the beginning of a chemical reaction are called the  _____. 

2. Anything that has mass and occupies space is called  . 

3. Melting a piece of ice is an example of a  change. 

SHORT ANSWERS (5 marks) 

Below is a representation of models of different states of matter 
changing phases. Use the diagram to answer the questions that follow. 

 

Source: http://www.science.weebly.com 

(i) Identify the process taking place at A. 

                                                                                                                                        (1m) 

(ii) Describe process A. 
 

                                                                                                                                        (2m) 

 
(i) Identify the change of state from D to C. 

 

                                                                                                                                      (1m) 

(ii) Name the change of state from C to B. 
                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                       (1m) 

 

http://www.science.weebly.com/

